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an1.1 STB categories and insert codes
Inserts in the STB are presently categorized as follows:
General Categories:
an announcements ip instruction on programming
cc communications & letters os operating system, hardware, &
dm data management interprogram communication
dt data sets qs questions and suggestions
gr graphics tt teaching
in instruction zz not elsewhere classiﬁed
Statistical Categories:
sbe biostatistics & epidemiology srd robust methods & statistical diagnostics
sed exploratory data analysis ssa survival analysis
sg general statistics ssi simulation & random numbers
smv multivariate analysis sss social science & psychometrics
snp nonparametric methods sts time-series, econometrics
sqc quality control sxd experimental design
sqv analysis of qualitative variables szz not elsewhere classiﬁed
In addition, we have granted one other preﬁx, crc, to the manufacturers of Stata for their exclusive use.
an16 Stata 3.0 released
Ted Anderson, CRC, 800-782-8272, 800-248-8272 (Canada), FAX 310-393-7551
I am pleased to announce that Stata 3.0 has been released and is shipping now. You should have already received a copy
of the Stata News detailing the updates and providing upgrade information, but if you have not, please call. We will tell you
about it over the phone and get the materials to you as quickly as possible.
an16.1 Implications for the STB
Joseph Hilbe, Editor, STB, FAX 602-860-1446
The release of Stata 3.0 causes a problem for the STB. Stata 3.0 has, among other things, an enhanced programming language
that is incompatible with previous versions. It can, however, execute old Stata programs, but only after a change is made to
them.
The STB will accept future submissions written in either Stata 2.1 or 3.0, but I am going to require that all programs run







n command that tells it the release under which the program was























e.I ft h e


















n command, however, and the inclusion of this line will prevent the program from





















































































































n command to your Stata
and check that the version number of the program is 2.1. Ado-ﬁles written for 3.0 will not run with your Stata, but any ado-ﬁles







n command will reset the
interpretation of the program back to the old level.
If you use old ado-ﬁles previously published in the STB, and if you do upgrade to Stata 3.0, you will need to do something
to make the old ado-ﬁles work. Before doing anything, however, look in the new manual to see if you still need the old STB
program. Many of the previously published programs have been incorporated into the new Stata. Many, however, have not.
There are two ways you can make the old ado-ﬁles work which are outlined in the new manual—see [0] new. The best























e.Stata Technical Bulletin 3
crc12 Oops!

















The good news is that the manual accurately reﬂects the software. The bad news is that the manual really does accurately






commands themselves. Installing the
c
r
c directory from STB-6 disk will ﬁx the problem. Install it even if you are uncertain




changed—see [7] stb dos or [7] stb unix.


























































































dm2.2 Stat/Transfer 2.0 review update
Joseph Hilbe, Editor, STB, FAX 602-860-1446
In dm2, I reviewed DBMS/COPY and Stat/Transfer. If you will recall, my basic conclusion was that DBMS/COPY was a more
professional effort, but that Stat/Transfer was adequate for certain applications and substantially less expensive.
Circle Systems has upgraded Stat/Transfer to produce Stat/Transfer Version 2 and has now produced a thoroughly professional
data conversion utility. Among my previous criticisms was that it included only a menu mode, and not a very good one at that.
It can now be run in both menu and command modes and the menu system has been completely redone. One nice feature is
that it remembers how menus were previously ﬁlled in, so you can run it using menus and then later redo the transfer by typing
only a single command. I have run it from both the DOS and Window’s environments.
Circle Systems has expanded Stat/Transfer’s coverage, for instance, it is the only transfer utility that supports Lotus 1-2-3
for Windows and Excel 3.0 for Windows. Like DBMS/COPY, it now supports SAS transport ﬁles (but DBMS/COPY is still unique
in that it supports regular DOS and Unix SAS ﬁles, too). Stat/Transfer 2.0 supports:
Database Spreadsheet Statistical
Alpha Four Excel Gauss
Clipper Lotus 1-2-3 (all) SAS Transport
dBASE II–IV Quattro Pro SPSS export
Foxbase Symphony Stata
Paradox SYSTAT
As before, Stat/Transfer users may select variables to be transferred; that is, it is easy to choose a subset of variables for
conversion between packages. A new feature, it is now possible to specify variable types.
Stat/Transfer comes with a new 62-page manual. In most cases, however, a user will never need to consult the manual; the
on-screen menu selections together with appropriate default settings (which one can modify) allow near intuitive use.
I put Stat/Transfer 2.0 through the same series of tests as previously. In two of the tests, the old Stat/Transfer did not
produce desirable results. One test involved a source ﬁle with duplicates names. The old version simply transferred the duplicate
names! The new version properly adds a numeric value, starting with “1”, to make duplicate names unique, a solution similar
to that adopted by DBMS/COPY. The second test checked what happens when there is an illegal variable name in the source
ﬁle. Previously, Stat/Transfer produced a data set containing the illegal names, making the result unusable. Version 2.0, like
DBMS/COPY, converts illegal variable names into legal ones.
Stat/Transfer 2.0 impressed me as an excellent transfer or conversion utility. If you use any of the major database or
spreadsheet programs, or use Gauss, SAS, SPSS,o rSYSTAT together with Stata, the time saved having Stat/Transfer will be well
worth the expense.
Version 2.0 can be purchased for $129 from Circle Systems or from Computing Resource Center (1-800-782-8272). Upgrades
from version 1.4 are available for $60. Academic rates have been set at $60 for new purchases and an upgrade price of only
$30. Site licenses can also be arranged.4 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-6
sed6 Quartiles, outliers, and normality: Some Monte Carlo results
Lawrence C. Hamilton, Department of Sociology, Univ. of New Hampshire, l hamilton@unhh.unh.edu
In an American Statistician article, Frigge, Hoaglin, and Iglewicz (1989) note that different statistical packages employ a
variety of deﬁnitions in constructing their boxplots. These can lead to substantially different-looking plots, based on the same
data. Two main areas of disagreement are (1) approximations for sample quartiles and (2) identiﬁcation of “severe” outliers.
Their article gives examples, and lists eight alternative deﬁnitions for sample quartiles.
Boxplot quartiles determine not only the range spanned by the central box (drawn from Q1 to Q3), but also which

























x estimate quartiles with a version of Frigge et al.’s deﬁnition 5
(though Stata adds a provision for case weights). The
i
q










and so also uses this deﬁnition. On the other hand, the
l
v (letter values) command introduced with Stata 3.0 reports “hinges”
(approximate quartiles) based on deﬁnition 6.
1 The results differ for certain sample sizes:
n
=
7, 11, 15, 19,
:
:
:. When they do
differ, the hinges (deﬁnition 6) are closer to the center, thus producing a narrower “midspread” (approximate interquartile range)
and labeling more cases as outliers.
Hoaglin, Iglewicz, and Tukey (1986) performed a Monte Carlo investigation of outliers in samples from Gaussian populations.



















0 to 300. With still larger samples this pattern theoretically must reverse, however. We
know that 100% of inﬁnite-size Gaussian samples will contain outliers.
Figures 1–5 use new Monte Carlo data to explore this terrain in greater detail.
2 Figure 1 shows the observed percentage











:. As expected, deﬁnition 6 detects more outliers than deﬁnition 5 at
n
=
7, 11, 15, 19, ... . These cycles dampen, and





5, the proportion of samples containing severe outliers falls below 5% (Figure 2). It eventually levels
off and then rises slowly, exceeding 5% again only as sample sizes surpass about 20,000 cases (Figure 3). Circles in Figure 3
depict the experimental results, while the up-to-right line (actually a curve) shows theoretical expectations based on Gaussian
population quartiles. Figure 4 carries the theoretical curve further, showing that the percentage of samples with outliers exceeds
90% as







0, experimental results generally follow Gaussian-population theory—because sampling variation in quartile
estimates no longer plays a large role. Experimental standard deviations of the quartile estimates dropped from about .55 at
n
=















Severe outliers challenge analysts in several ways. They may signify measurement errors, mixed populations, omitted
variables, or other trouble. Whatever their cause, they tend to disproportionately inﬂuence analytical results. Figures 1–3
emphasize another reason for paying attention to outliers: they should be rare, if samples truly come from a Gaussian population.





5 to 20,000. The presence of any severe outliers in samples of this size could therefore be viewed as sufﬁcient
evidence to reject normality at the 5% signiﬁcance level.
using quartiles (definition 5)











































Experimental Results, n=5 to 31
sample size














































Experimental Results, n=5 to 200
sample size















































Experimental Results, n=5 to 30,000
sample size




theoretical % with outliers











































Theoretical Results, n=5 to 2,000,000
sample size
















































Sampling Variation in Estimated Quartiles
sample size










1. According to Frigge et al., SPSS and Statgraphics use deﬁnition 5; Minitab and Systat use deﬁnition 6. SAS defaults to deﬁnition 4, but offers 5
and certain others as options.












a, contains the results graphed in Figures 1–4. I will be happy to share the complete Monte Carlo data
(44,000 observations in two datasets) with anyone who sends two 1.44mb disks.
References
Frigge, M., D. C. Hoaglin, and B. Iglewicz. 1989. Some implementations of the boxplot. The American Statistician 43: 50–54.
Hamilton, L. C. 1990. Modern Data Analysis: A First Course in Applied Statistics. Paciﬁc Grove, CA: Brooks/Cole.
——. 1991. Resistant normality check and outlier identiﬁcation. Stata Technical Bulletin 3: 15–18.
Hoaglin, D. C., B. Iglewicz, and J. W. Tukey. 1986. Performance of some resistant rules for outlier labeling. Journal of the American Statistical
Association 81: 991–999.
smv4 Oneway multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
































a allows the user to perform a oneway multivariate analysis of variance on two







available that provides output of the W (within-groups sum of squares and cross-products) and T (total SS and CP) matrices













￿ is provided with an F statistic and corresponding signiﬁcance.6 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-6
In the case of non-factorial designs,
￿ is the ratio of the determinant of W to the determinant of T. It is a multivariate test
evaluating whether the groups signiﬁcantly differ in their measures on the set of dependent variables.
The displayed ANOVA table provides univariate F tests for each dependent variable. The F tests show whether the levels or
groups differ for each dependent variable.
The following example consists of a data set comprised of one independent variable with four levels (coded as 1–4), and






















o is the most basic MANOVA procedure. Although a simple factorial design can be constructed as an ado-ﬁle, one









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bruning, J. L. and B. L. Kintz. 1987. Computational Handbook of Statistics, 3d ed. Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman & Co.
Johnson, R. A. and D. W. Wichern. 1988. Applied Multivariate Statistical Analysis. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice–Hall.
Tabachnick, B. G. and L. S. Fidell. 1989. Using Multivariate Analysis. New York: Harper & Row.
smv5 Performing loglinear analysis of cross-classiﬁcations
D. H. Judson, Dept. of Sociology, Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA 99164-4020
Cross-classiﬁed count data is a common occurrence in the social, behavioral, and health sciences. Often only the table itself
















































































n estimates a Poisson
maximum-likelihood loglinear model. There are two cases: (1) You have only a summary table, and count indicates the number
of cases that fall in each level of varlist, or (2) you have full information on all cases, so that each case should count once. If














n,t h ecount variable should contain positive integers reﬂecting the number of cases that fall in the cross-
classiﬁcation of varlist. The counts must be positive for each observed combination of the independent variables. If a count is
zero, you may assume that it is a structural zero and replace it with a missing value or a zero cell weight; you may add a small









n will assume that the expression represents cell weights. The default option for cell weights is
no rescaling. If you wish to specify a particular cell as a structural zero, you may specify a cell weight of zero for that cell.
Functional form
This model falls in the class of generalized linear models with a categorical design matrix, a log link, and a Poisson






















































d instead, which will add the predicted cell








) is speciﬁed, it is added to the predicted value for the purposes of
estimation, so that the prediction is actually a predicted rate.












n is not identiﬁed, hence constraints must be imposed on estimated parameters in
order to generate an unique solution. There are two types used in this command: ANOVA-like and regression-like. In regression-like
constraints, redundant levels of independent variables are summarily dropped (the ﬁrst level is dropped, then any interaction
with it). In ANOVA-like constraints, the ﬁrst level is dropped, but the missing level is set equal to
￿
1 times the sum of all
the other levels. Interpret regression-like parameter estimates as deviations from the baseline level, and interpret ANOVA-like

















p, these variables will be retained in









￿Cz, etc.) will be labeled.
Keeping the variables allows the user to create a new design matrix from the already existing variables, or to generate specialized



















d, estimated expected cell frequencies, residuals and standardized residuals will be calculated, displayed,


















s. Residuals are calculated as actual cell count minus the estimated



















e option only if your data contains more variables than you wish to work with in the speciﬁc model








e calculates cell counts for the variables in varlist, adding together the counts from all other variables not in
varlist and placing them in appropriate cells (i.e., it collapses the table). It then generates a temporary data set on which it














e options, your estimated expected cell frequencies, residuals, and standardized residuals will be displayed, but not
saved with your original data set.










n command. To specify a loglinear model, the
f
i
t option must be
speciﬁed. This program generates hierarchical models, so that only the highest interaction is speciﬁed; all lower-level interactions














3—with counts coded in a variable called
d































































































n, uses iteratively reweighted least squares, the estimates of




















) speciﬁes the maximum






) speciﬁes the maximum
number of iterations (default 100).
Theory of loglinear models

























































k values.Stata Technical Bulletin 9
We arrange these observations in a contingency table or cross-tabulation or cross-classiﬁcation table. For example, let
A
1 take on
2v a l u e s ,
A
2 take on 2 values, and
A
3 take on 2 values. Let
A
1 represent race of murderer (0=white, 1=nonwhite),
A
2 represent
race of victim (0=white, 1=nonwhite), and
A
3 represent death penalty (0=life, 1=death). This data is presented in Agresti (1984,
32). If we place the appropriate counts in the cells, then the cross-tabulation is
Race of murderer
White Nonwhite
Death penalty: Yes No Yes No
White victim 19 132 11 52
Nonwhite victim 0 9 6 97
We have data on 3 variables, but there is a 4th variable, and the most important variable. Cell counts are the variable of real
interest; they range from 0 to



























k). That is, each cell count is independently Poisson distributed

























































































We have speciﬁed the stochastic component of the table; if we estimated these parameters using the cell frequency data,
we would have one unique parameter for each cell. This would perfectly reproduce the table, but would not be particularly
informative. To take the death penalty example, such a model would be presented verbally as “there are X whites who kill
whites who get the death penalty; Y whites who kill nonwhites who get the death penalty; Z whites who kill nonwhites who do
not get the death penalty; etc.” Obviously, this information can be obtained simply by looking at the cell counts.
We wish to ﬁnd a more parsimonious model that summarizes, with “reasonable” goodness of ﬁt, the data in the table.
Thus, we specify a structural component to answer the question: What is the effect of race of victim, race of murderer, etc.? A







￿,w h e r e











v) design matrix of nonstochastic variables,
￿ is a (
v
￿
1) vector of design
parameters, and













































As can be seen, each row of the matrix
X times the parameter vector
￿, determines the log of the cell parameter
￿. This is
substituted into the likelihood function, partial derivatives taken, and the root(s) of this equation in
￿ can be solved iteratively
using, for example, the Newton–Raphson algorithm or iteratively reweighted least squares.
The ﬁnal question to be answered is, what is









k,w eu s e






2 death penalty table. If we were to specify the model that all the cell frequencies are the same (meaning
that all the Poisson counts are governed by the same parameter, or that, e.g., P[death penalty
jnonwhite murderer]=P[death
penalty




















































If this model ﬁts the data well, we have simpliﬁed the structure of the table, from a maximum of 8 parameters, 1 per cell, to
this minimum of 1.
Now consider a more sophisticated model: We wish to specify a baseline level of occupants in each cell, plus an additional
amount in all death penalty cells (so that the margins of our estimated cell frequencies will be the same as the margins in the
obtained table), an additional amount in all nonwhite victim cells (to ﬁt that margin), and an additional amount in all nonwhite
murderer cells (to ﬁt that margin). This results in10 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-6
++
++ +
+ + + + + + +
(Drawn using Stage)
B0 B0 B0 B0 B0 B0 B0
B3 B3 B3 B3
B2 B2 B2 B2







Death A3=1 A3=0 A3=1 A3=0 A3=1 A3=0 A3=1 A3=0
A2=1 A2=0 A2=1 A2=0
A1=1 A1=0
B0





























0) a baseline number of
times (
￿
0) plus an additional amount (
￿













0) a baseline number
of times (
￿















0) a baseline number
of times (
￿
0) plus an additional amount (
￿




Additional effects can be determined for other combinations in the table. Please note that this interpretation depends on
the use of regression-like constraints (Long 1984, 405) in the estimation process. If ANOVA-like constraints or some other
constraints were used, the interpretation of the meaning of the parameters would be altered. However, by diagramming the table
and collecting the parameters affecting each cell, the interpretation of the particular constraints used becomes clear. In general,
individual parameters should be interpreted with great care, since their estimated value usually depends upon the constraints
chosen. See Elswick, Gennings, Chinchilli, and Dawson (1991) for an excellent discussion of estimability and a simple method


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Comparison of loglinear results: GAUSS and the loglin command






n with results from several other packages, most importantly, the GAUSS loglinear
analysis module, which uses the Newton–Raphson algorithm to maximize the log-likelihood directly (Long 1990). I have used









a, a three-way cross-classiﬁcation of admissions to graduate school at









a, a three-way cross-classiﬁcation of
dumping severity in operations for duodenal ulcer patients (Operation type by Hospital by Dumping severity, Agresti 1984, 67;


























n to the fourth decimal place in any
parameter estimate, estimated standard error, t-statistic, or probability value. I found an occasional small difference at the sixth
decimal place and a very occasional small difference at the ﬁfth decimal place. I found no differences to the second decimal
place in any likelihood ratio chi-square, estimated cell frequency, or standardized residual, and likewise found small differences
at the third and fourth decimal places. In no case was any substantive conclusion at risk.
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sqv2 A graphical method for assessing the goodness of ﬁt of logit models
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e option. The option collapses the predicted values of the logit model into zero or one predictions: If the logit model
prediction is greater than or equal to .5, the predicted value is one. If the logit model prediction is less than .5, the predicted








e option is less desirable, however, because it collapses into a binary space a prediction which is
fundamentally continuous in nature; the predicted logit function.
An alternative suggestion is a pseudo-
R
2 measure, with analogous properties to the regression
R





















c command—ed.]. Two others that have been proposed are described in Aldrich









),w h e r e
c is the likelihood-ratio chi-square statistic and













),w h e r eE x S S









). In this formula,
Y
? equals the
predicted value of the dependent variable
Y ,a n d
Y
0 equals the mean value of the predicted dependent variable
Y
?.T h e s e
pseudo-
R
2 measures, while potentially useful, are not ideal because they are only “analogous” to the regression
R
2 and they
are not widely accepted, reported, or used.
The alternative which I propose makes use of Stata’s strength in graphical methods. Instead of collapsing or summarizing
information from data, as all of the above methods do, let us take advantage of the subtlety of the human eye. This example











a on disk. In this data set (results from which are reported more fully in Judson and










































0) associated with the choices.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As can be seen, the immediate question that the eye assesses is how closely does the line come to the “bulk” of the points?
By using the jitter option, the points have simulated mass. The vertical and horizontal lines mark off the regions corresponding





t command. Those points falling in the upper-right and lower-left quadrants are “hits,”
while those points fall in the other two quadrants are “misses.” In addition, outliers become apparent, as in the one case far in
the lower-right quadrant: The predicted logit function for this case is quite close to one, but instead the subject chose option
zero.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Although this graph is somewhat less aesthetically pleasing, it does illustrate not only goodness of ﬁt but also certain
analytically interesting aspects of the data. In the case of story 2, there exists enough variation in predictions to make the
complete logit function appear, and the marginal distribution of choices corroborates this. In the case of stories 1, 3, and 4,
however, there is a preponderance of cases in one category or the other. For example, in story 3 virtually all predictions are
in the upper-right quadrant, and most cases did indeed choose that option. In story 4, however, the predictions were almost
uniformly in the lower-left quadrant, and most cases chose that option.
In summary, this technique adds one more graphical method to the data analyst’s arsenal of methods. It is quite easy to
apply and generates a result that is readily interpretable.






























Figure 1 Figure 2
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srd11 Generating ordered (“cascading”) dummy variables
Richard Goldstein, Qualitas, Brighton, MA, EMAIL goldst@harvarda.bitnet









































e adds a set of
new dummy variables to your data set that are “cascading”; that is, rather than dummy variables that are coded 0/1 for each









)’—see [5s] tabulate in the Stata 3.0 reference












) “option” is not optional. newvar should have no more than 6 characters.



























7 and 126.20 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-6
This ado-ﬁle is useful when your categorical variable is ordered. In this case, each dummy variable shows the amount of
change between categories rather than the amount of change between the category of interest and the reference category. For
more, including a discussion of the meaning of these dummy’s in Cox proportional hazards and in logistic regression, see Walter,
Feinstein, and Wells (1987).
The ado-ﬁle automatically uses the lowest category (i.e., the category with the lowest value) as the reference category. If







b are the lowest and highest values of the categories. Thus, if you have a variable coded 1–4 and want to use 4 as






-oldvar’. Note that this trick only works if the lowest category is non-negative. In






















































































































































































The following output can be obtained at any time by removing the asterisks (comment markers) from the second and third


































































































































































































































































































































































Contrast the above cascading dummies with “normal” dummy variables which would have one “1” in each of the second through




























































































e commands show that the correct number of cases are in each group; 97% of the cases











8 (of the non-missing cases); similarly, 16% of























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































g, tabulated below, does not have 1 as its minimum value and is not limited to consecutive integers—dummy
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I now show regression using ordinal dummy’s. Note that you could obtain the coefﬁcients shown below from those above




t command on the above regression.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Walter, S. D., A. R. Feinstein, and C. K. Wells. 1987. Coding ordinal independent variables in multiple regression analyses. American Journal of
Epidemiology 125: 319–323.
srd12 Some model selection statistics




























you estimate a regression using either of these options, you should temporarily drop the effected cases!
How does one compare, in an overall way, non-nested models? Part of the answer comes from the literature on choosing











o produces several model selection criteria to help choose
between models, regardless of whether they are nested, and to help decide whether a model is guilty of “overﬁt” (too many
right-hand-side variables).Stata Technical Bulletin 23
These statistics are not perfect answers to either goal. In particular, if you really are choosing only from among nested
models, two statistics not produced here would be of help: (1) Mallow’s Cp (Mallows 1973); and, (2) Mean Squared Error of
Prediction (MSEP). A good discussion of both can be found in Miller (1990).
For this ado-ﬁle, I am more concerned with non-nested models where the response variable (dependent variable, left-hand-side




2, RMSE, etc. These are produced already by




2 based on Amemiya’s Prediction Criterion.
This statistic penalizes
R
2 more heavily than adjusted
R
2 for each additional degree of freedom used on the right-hand










































]. In both formulas,
n is the number of observations in the
model, while
p is the number of right-hand side variables, not including the constant. As with other
R
2-type measures, maximize
this. The difference between this and the standard adjusted-
R
2 (as reported by Stata) is that Amemiya’s version has a higher
penalty for adding variables.
2) Hocking’s Sp criterion (closely related to both Cp and MSEP).


































Minimize this criterion. This can be interpreted as measuring the “expected squared distance between the true and predicted
values of the dependent variable
y” (Thompson 1978, 130).
3) Akaike’s Information Criterion, presented in both its logged and unlogged forms.















Minimize this criterion. This has a tradeoff between parsimony and precision: the ﬁrst part of the formula shows the precision
issue, while the second part shows the penalty for increasing parameters.
















The unlogged version is obtained by exponentiating the logged result. Minimize this criterion. Bayesians interpret this as “choosing
the a posteriori most probable model” (Judge et al. 1988).














t is the diagonal of the hat matrix from Stata. Minimize this criterion, also. This is a cross-validation type measure,
originally based on deleting one observation at a time and re-estimating the equation.
These statistics can, in part, be shown to imply the following F-ratios for retaining variables in a regression (this table is

















p,w h e r e















1,w h e r e







1 variables deleted and
p
p is










p24 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-6












a). Note that the following do not exactly match what is in the text, but it is clear that at least some of the numbers
in the text are wrong due to typo’s. The value for AIC, however, always differs and I believe that the book is wrong; the values
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tt3 Teaching biochemistry and chemistry with Stata: Understanding buffer solutions
Paul Geiger, Univ. of Southern California School of Medicine, EMAIL pgeiger@vm.usc.edu
Stata provides an ideal way for teaching students how to manipulate buffer calculations to further their understanding of this
subject. For instance, in undergraduate chemistry or biochemistry the students usually learn the important property that the useful
range of a buffer lies one pH unit on either side of the
p
K
a value of the speciﬁc compound chosen. Stata allows exploration
of this “fact” using many
p
K
a values and concentration ranges and can show buffer behavior graphically. The student can ask
“what if” questions easily and get results quickly for real and simulated compounds as well.Stata Technical Bulletin 27





0 of hydrogen ion concentration. A
biochemical investigation can depend critically on selecting the correct buffer. Although buffer principles arise in beginning
chemistry classes, even many advanced students don’t fully understand the chemical basis of buffer action. Lack of thought
often causes inappropriate selection of a buffer for a particular experimental design. Often, Tris buffer appears in the literature
in experiments carried out at pH values near 7 to 7.4, a poor range for this compound (see below).
Buffering a solution depends on the use of weak acids or bases. These compounds don’t completely dissociate in aqueous










Adding strong acid (
H
+) to a buffered system reduces the concentration of conjugate base (
B
￿) and the amount of conjugate acid
(
H
B) correspondingly increases. Addition of strong base (
O
H
￿) forces the reaction in the opposite direction. The following
equation expresses the equilibrium constant,
K




























H in the well-known Henderson-
































] necessary to prepare a buffer solution at a speciﬁc




The data ﬁle supplied in Stata format on the disk provides example values that might be used for instruction. The weak acid,
H
B, changes by 5 millimolar (mM) increments as does the conjugate base,
B
￿. The total concentration of acid and conjugate
































3 for demonstration (Boyer 1986, 39). Calculated pH values














































B. I chose twenty observations
arbitrarily. More would require ﬁner millimolar increments and perhaps show better deﬁnition of the curves at their extremes.
The ﬁrst ﬁgure plots pH vs
B
￿ and shows vividly how the buffers differ in their respective ranges of application. In fact the
useful range really amounts to less than
￿
1 pH unit on close inspection. The second ﬁgure illustrates this point and gives some






























B. This value plotted against
p
H
1 gives the illustrated U-shaped curve and a striking picture of the











￿ also gives a U-shaped curve illustrating the change in pH for a change in
amount of base present (not shown). Again, the least change occurs in the region closest to the 50/50 ratio of base to acid in
the buffering solution.
In summary, I believe that Stata in the hands of teachers and students will lead to much better understanding and assimilation
of chemical calculations as well as theory on both elementary and advanced levels. In addition, working with Stata is simple
and straightforward. I invite comparison of the above exercise with the spreadsheet format for modeling developed by Atkinson
et al., 1987.28 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-6
p
H
Conjugate base, B, conc. in mM
 pH of ADA, acid w/ pKa=6.6  pH of MOPS, acid w/ pKa=7.2
 pH of Tris, acid w/ pKa=8.3





































pH of ADA, acid w/ pKa=6.6




Figure 1 Figure 2
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